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A technique is developed for the determination of the hygroscopic growth factor of dry
particles with diameter between 0.3 and 0.6 µm and is applied to measurements made
during the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus experiment. Two
optical particle counters are utilized, one measures the aerosol size spectrum at ambient relative humidity and the other simultaneously dries the aerosol prior to light scattering detection. Growth factors are based on measurements made in the region of the
Mie scattering curve where scattered light intensity increases monotonically with dry
and wet particle diameter, i.e. D<0.9 µm. Factors influencing the accuracy of the measurement are evaluated, including particle drying, refractive index and shape. Growth
factors at 90±3% ambient relative humidity in marine airmasses 400 km west of San
Diego, California range between 1.5 and 1.8. This suggests that a significant fraction of the particle mass, between 40 and 70%, is either non-hygroscopic or weakly
hygroscopic.
1 Introduction
The equilibrium size of an aerosol particle at a specified relative humidity, compared
to its dry size, defines what is commonly called the hygroscopic growth factor (GF).
Accurate knowledge of the growth factor is important in studies of visibility (McMurry
and Stolzenburg, 1989) and direct aerosol forcing of climate (Boucher and Anderson,
1995). Growth factors are also linked to cloud condensation nuclei activity (Svenningsson et al., 1994; Brechtel and Kreidenweis, 2000; Snider et al., 2003; Kreidenweis et
al., 2005; Massling et al., 2005; Mertes et al., 2005; Rissler et al., 2006; Svenningsson
et al., 2006; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007) and as such help to constrain the first
indirect effect of aerosol on climate.
Growth factors vary with the relative amounts of hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic
material carried by a particle, and with the degree to which a fixed amount of hygro12382
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scopic material lowers the water saturation vapor pressure above an aqueous solution.
When a hydrated particle is exposed to decreasing relative humidity (RH) a solubility limit is approached and beyond this point the particle can exist as a solution in
metastable equilibrium with its surroundings or can effloresce (Tang and Munkelwitz,
1994). Atmospheric measurements made at RH values less than that characterizing
deliquescence of common salts, but in excess of RH=45%, show that the metastable
particles are typical (Rood et al., 1989; Berg et al., 1998; Santarpia et al., 2004). Laboratory studies suggest that if the hydrated particle contains more than one solute, and
in particular when organics are present, the value of RH required for efflorescence is
lower than that for a particle composed of a single solute (Martin, 2000; Marcolli et al.,
2004; Parsons et al., 2004).
Most measurements of the GF have focused on particles with dry diameters smaller
than 0.3 µm diameter using a hygroscopic tandem differential mobility analyzer (HTDMA) (for a review see McFiggans et al., 2006). Fewer studies (Strapp et al., 1992;
Hitzenberger et al., 1997; Wulfmeyer and Feingold, 2000; Feingold and Morley, 2003;
Hegg et al., 2006; Turšič et al., 2006) have characterized the hygroscopic behavior of
particles larger than 0.3 µm, by techniques other than HTDMA. Here we propose a
technique based on concurrent measurements of aerosol size spectra obtained from
a model 300 forward scattering spectrometer probe (Baumgardner et al., 1992, hereafter F300) and a passive cavity aerosol spectrometer probe (Liu et al., 1992, hereafter
PCASP). While the former detects particles at ambient RH, the latter dries particles to
RH<40% (Strapp et al., 1992), thereby permitting retrieval of the hygroscopic growth
factor.
We analyze PCASP and F300 measurements and derive the GF of particles of dry diameter larger than that accessible with a conventional HTDMA. Results are presented
for 31 constant-altitude circles flown within and above a summertime marine boundary layer. We report data from seven days during the time of peak stratocumulus cloud
occurrence over the northeastern Pacific. Sampling conducted in dry air above the marine boundary layer (RH<40%) reveal GF values that are approximately equal to unity,
12383
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as expected. For measurements made within the boundary layer we report growth factors smaller than that of laboratory generated sodium sulfate particles. We also report
on discrepancies in aerosol spectral density at sizes both larger and smaller than that
used for estimating the GF, and provide guidance for how these discrepancies can be
investigated, thus allowing extension to a broader range of size and improving the utility
of the technique.
2 Measurements
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Field studies were conducted during seven research flights (RF01, RF02, RF03, RF04,
RF05, RF07 and RF08) flown over the northeastern Pacific during the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus experiment (DYCOMS-II); (Stevens et al.,
2003). The measurement platform used for the study was the C-130 aircraft operated by the National Center for Atmospheric Research with support from the National
Science Foundation. Flights were conducted during July 2001 and the approximate
◦
◦
location of the target area was 122 W and 31 N (400 km southwest of San Diego,
CA). The time interval used to average the C-130 data was approximately 30 min. This
corresponds to sampling conducted along one of many 60 km (diameter) constantaltitude circles flown by the C-130 above and below stratocumulus cloud layers during
DYCOMS-II (Stevens et al., 2003). Hereafter, we refer to the 60 km circles as segments.
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2.2 Data selection
We analyze C-130 data sampled once per second and archived in Network Common
Data Format (NetCDF) by the National Center for Atmospheric Research. Three to five
below-cloud segments, and one above-cloud segment, are available for each flight.
12384
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Averaged values of RH, derived from measured temperature and dew point (used
throughout to quantify the humidity), range from 6 to 36% and from 70 to 96% during the above-cloud and below-cloud segments.
To avoid particles produced by the impact and shattering of drizzle
impinging on the inlet of the PCASP (Weber et al., 1998; Guibert et al., 2003; Petters et al., 2006) we selected a drizzle-free subset of the below-cloud segments. The
selection was performed using data from a wing-mounted two-dimensional optical array probe (2DC, van Zanten et al., 2005). Our criterion is that the current datum, and
the seconds both preceding and following the current datum, is associated with drizzle
concentrations less than 1 per liter. This criterion eliminates between 21 and 59% of
the size spectra from the three below-cloud segments of RF07 – the flight associated
with the largest amount of drizzle (van Zanten et al., 2005). A consequence is that the
count of PCASP particles per size bin for the largest diameter channel considered in
Sect. 3.1 was as small as 115 for one of the RF07 below-cloud segments. For all of the
other below-cloud segments (two other from RF07 and 24 total) this count was never
smaller than 84 and was usually larger than 150. In our plots of the segment-averaged
size spectra we show the Poisson errors for each OPC channel. Calculation of the
averaged spectral densities and their Poisson error is described in Sect. 2.4.
2.3 Optical particle counter measurements

20

25

Data from two wing-mounted optical particle counters (OPC) operated on the C-130
are utilized: the 1) PCASP, and 2) the F300. During DYCOMS-II these were mounted
below the right wing and both used the signal-processing hardware and firmware developed by Droplet Measurement Technologies (Boulder, CO). These OPCs detect light
scattered from particles crossing a helium-neon laser beam (λ=0.633 µm); we refer to
this process as a transit event.
The channel-to-diameter assignments shown in the first six columns of Table 1 are
based on Mie scattering theory, assuming an index of refraction of polystyrene latex
(refractive index n=1.59). Also presented are assignments for the F300 when sampling
12385
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pure water droplets (n=1.33, Baumgardner et al., 1992). The assignment for n=1.59
is validated by challenging the OPCs with aerosols composed of nearly monodisperse
polystyrene latex spheres. While necessary for establishing the sizing accuracy, such
exercises do not challenge the PCASP and F300 simultaneously, nor do they assess
the accuracy of the PCASP and F300 concentration measurement. As we show in
Sect. 3.2, the latter is possible by analyzing data from the above-cloud (RH<36%)
flight segments.
◦
The PCASP sizes particles by detecting light scattered into the angles 35 to 120 ,
measured from the forward direction (Liu et al., 1992; Strapp et al., 1992; Collins et
al., 2000). The PCASP’s three inlet heaters (Collins et al., 2000) are automatically
activated when the C-130 leaves the runway. Because of adiabatic and diabatic warming of the sample occurring prior to a transit event, particles sampled from a humid
boundary layer are detected at an RH estimated to be no larger than 40% (Strapp et
al., 1992). Mixing of the sample and sheath air streams may also contribute to particle
drying. The PCASP concentrations we report were derived as a ratio of particle count
rate (number of particles per channel per second) and sample flow rate (actual cubic
centimeter per second). Since the latter was measured (and archived) as a volumetric rate at standard pressure and temperature we convert to the actual flow rate using
C-130 measurements of ambient pressure, C-130 measurements of temperature plus
10◦ C (to account for the warming that occurs in the PCASP), and the standard state
values Po =1013 hPa and To =293 K. Typical values of the actual sample flow rate are
3
1 cm /s.
The F300 sizes particles by detecting light scattered into the angles 4 to 12◦ , measured from the forward direction (Baumgardner et al., 1992). Since the F300 samples
particles unobtrusively, it can be used in conjunction with a dry particle size measurement to assess the growth factor. We define the F300 sample flow rate as product
of the C-130 airspeed and the F300 sample area. Analogous to how we process the
PCASP data, we divide the F300 sample flow rate into the particle count rate to obtain the concentration. Baumgardner et al. (1992) estimate the F300 sample area to
12386
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be between 0.04 and 0.05 mm , and in recognition of this uncertainty, we developed
a new method for inferring the sample area. We base our sample area estimate on
particle count rate distributions formed by pooling measurements of particles classified between 0.4 and 0.8 µm acquired during the seven above-cloud flight segments
(RH<36%). As is evident from Table 1, this range of particle diameters is obtained from
channels 2 to 8 and channels 16 to 19 of the F300 and PCASP, respectively. The analysis is premised on the assumption that concentration values reported by the PCASP
are unbiased.
Particle count rate distributions corresponding to the above-cloud segment of RF01
are shown for both OPCs in Fig. 1 (red and blue). We emphasize that these are
constructed by pooling particle count rate measurements archived in the NetCDF file
(Sect. 2.2). In contrast to such empirically-based count rate distributions, a predicted
distribution can also be formulated from an average particle count rate (based on the
empirical distribution) and the Poisson distribution function (Young, 1962). An example
of this is shown in black for the F300. For this the average F300 particle count rate was
taken to be
CF =

20

25

CP × U × AF
VP
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(1)

where CP is the above-cloud segment-averaged PCASP count rate (0.4<D<0.8 µm),
U is the airspeed of the C-130, Vp is the PCASP sample flow rate (Sect. 2.3) and
AF is the largest of two F300 sample areas reported by Baumgardner et al. (1992)
2
(0.05 mm ). It is apparent that the Poisson distribution peaks at 1 particle per second
while the empirical F300 distribution peaks at zero particles per second. A corrected
F300 sample area was derived by adjusting AF until the Poisson distribution agreed
with the empirical F300 distribution at a count rate of zero particles per second. The
2
result is shown (gray) and corresponds to AF =0.033 mm . While the agreement at zero
count rate is forced, the predicted particle count rates at one, two and three per second
are also in reasonable agreement with the empirical F300 distribution. This calculation
12387
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was repeated for the other six above-cloud segments. We use the average of this set,
2
2
x̄=0.034±0.06 mm in our analysis. Assuming AF =0.034 mm and a representative
3
airspeed for the C-130 (U=110 m/s), the F300 sample flow rate is 3.7 cm /s, about a
factor of four larger than that of the PCASP.
A Lasair-1001 optical particle counter (Particle Measurements Systems, PMS; Boulder, CO) was operated inside the fuselage of the C-130. This device sampled air
brought into the C-130 via a solid diffuser inlet (Huebert et al., 2004). A subsample of
aerosol coming from the inlet was mixed with dry nitrogen (1 part aerosol to 5 parts
N2 ) prior to sampling by the Lasair. The dilution plus the warming that occurs when air
◦
◦
is brought from ambient conditions (∼10 C) to the C-130 cabin temperature (∼20 C)
ensured that the particles were sized at RH values less than 10%. The sample flow
rate in the Lasair is 5 cm3 /s.
Aerosol size spectra derived from measurements made by the two wing-mounted
OPCs operated on the C-130 were previously compared to measurements made with
an internally-mounted OPC (Clarke et al., 2002). Those comparisons did not agree and
the reason for that disagreement was never identified. Like Clarke et al., we compared
size spectra derived from an internally-mounted OPC (the Lasair-1001) and the windmounted OPCs (PCASP and F300). These comparisons were restricted to the seven
above-cloud (RH<36%) segments and all were conducted within 500 m of cloud top.
We found that aerosol spectral densities reported by the PCASP at diameters between
0.3 and 0.8 µm were approximately a factor of four smaller of that reported by the Lasair. Although discouraging, this comparison is consistent with the results of Clark et
al. (2002). Both ours and the result of Clarke et al. (2002) are inconsistent with particle
loss during transmission through the inlet operated in front of the internally-mounted
OPC. Since we report here that PCASP and F300 spectral densities do agree, over a
section of the size distribution (Sect. 3.2), we need to invoke particle loss of comparable magnitude in both the PCASP and F300 to explain the disagreement between the
wing-mounted OPCs and the Lasair. Given the different sampling systems of the wingmounted PCASP and F300 probes, this does not seem plausible. Because we can12388
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2.4 Spectra averaging and poisson error
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Here we described how data extracted from the NetCDF files was used to evaluate
the segment-averaged aerosol spectral densities and their Poisson error. For the i -th
channel of the OPC, let Ci represent the count of particles detected during either the
above- or below-cloud sampling segments, and in the case of the latter, conditionally
sampled with the below-cloud selection criterion (Sect. 2.2). The averaged spectral
density is then


Ci
dN
=
(2)
d log10 D i V × log10 (Di /Di −1 )

Marine aerosol
hygroscopic growth

where V is the sample volume for the selected portions of the flight segment (derived
by summing measurements of the sample flow rate (Sect. 2.3)), and Di −1 and Di are
particle diameters defining the lower and upper limits of the channel (Table 1). The
Poisson sampling error for this average is
p
Ci
σi =
(3)
V × log10 (Di /Di −1 )
2.5 Particle sizing measurement error

20

ACPD

Strapp et al. (1992) showed that particle residence time inside the PCASP is ∼0.2 s
and their model calculation, plus their flight data, indicated that submicron particles
reside sufficiently long within the heated sampling section of the PCASP to evaporate
to a diameter consistent with RH=40% prior to the transit event. We repeated those
calculations using the model of Snider et al. (2003) initialized with estimates of the hygroscopic mass fraction (εm =0.8) and the chemical identity of the hygroscopic material.
12389
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These model assumptions are guided by aerosol particle chemical composition measurements performed by other investigators. For wind speeds less than 10 m/s, for dry
particle diameters smaller than 0.6 µm and for summertime conditions, these analyses suggest that the materials ammonium bisulfate and sodium sulfate (McInnes et al.,
1994; Quinn et al., 2000; Shinozuka et al., 2004), and water insoluble organic carbon
and water soluble organic carbon (O’Dowd et al., 2004), dominate the composition of
marine particles. Because the two sulfur containing materials have similar hygroscopic
properties (Tang, 1996), and the hygroscopic properties of the water soluble organic
carbon is not known with comparable accuracy, one of the two (sodium sulfate) was
chosen as a surrogate hygroscopic material. Our model predicts the refractive index,
density and water activity of a solution assumed to surround a water-insoluble core.
The calculations presented in Table 2 demonstrate the following: 1) The 0.2 s particle residence time is sufficient for evaporation from one state (RH=96%) to the state
assumed for detection within the PCASP (RH=40%) (This calculation assumes that
water vapor accommodation coefficient equal to 0.003; larger values of the coefficient
result in shorter times for evaporation and vice versa); 2) water makes a substantial
contribution to the size of the particle at RH=40%; and 3) the refractive index of the
particle at RH=40% is substantially different from that used to calibrate the PCASP.
We now present growth factor biases resulting from uncertainty in both refractive
index and phase description. These are shown to lead to departures between the
sphere-equivalent dry diameter (Ddry ), or the sphere-equivalent wet diameter (Dwet ),
and the optically-detected particle diameter DOPC . For particles sized in the F300,
and of diameter smaller than the maximum of interest to this study (D=0.84 µm, Table 1), we use Rayleigh theory to account for the effect of different refractive indexes.
Calculations presented by Baumgardner et al. (1992) (their Fig. 7) validate this approximation. For particles sized by the PCASP the Mie scattering intensity-to-diameter
relationship deviates substantially from the Rayleigh prediction. The resultant effect of
an anticipated refractive index shift (n=1.59 to n=1.41, vide infra) is an optical-to-actual
diameter ratio which we estimate to be no smaller than 0.75 based on measurements
12390
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reported by Stolzenburg et al. (1998).
Our analysis of the GF bias is contingent on a base case GF state – derived with
averaged measurements we discuss in Sect. 3.3 (GF=1.64 and RH=89%) – and on a
model-derived property corresponding to this state (εm =0.8, assuming sodium sulfate
is the hygroscopic material and assuming the density of the non-hygroscopic material
is 1200 kg/m3 ). Table 3 presents perturbations about the base case state. First we
consider a particle that does not effloresce in the PCASP. At RH=40% our model predicts that a εm =0.8 sodium sulfate particle is 24% larger than its dry size; in the case
of a εm =1 sodium sulfate particle this bias is 34%. The size detected by the PCASP,
however, is close to the actual dry diameter because of the factor (0.75) we use to convert from the actual to optical diameter. The combined effects of metastable solution
and refractive index are given in the first and second rows of Table 3 under the PCASP
heading “DOPC .”
The preceding discussion assumes that the particle retains liquid water when detected by the PCASP. Alternatively, the solution can effloresce and in this scenario
the sphere equivalent dry diameter of the resulting particle, likely aspherical, will be
underestimated by approximately 8%. This bias comes from measurements of Liu et
al. (1992) who challenged a PCASP with 0.28 µm cubical sodium chloride particles
(Liu et al., 1992, their Fig. 6) and is shown in the final row of Table 3 under the PCASP
heading “DOPC .”
Particles sized by the F300 are not pure water droplets; i.e., they contain solutes. For
a droplet composed of water and sodium sulfate, and for the base case scenario the
model-predicted refractive index is 1.38. This leads to an overestimation of the actual
diameter by ∼4%, according to Rayleigh theory, when we apply a refractive index of
1.33 to the below-cloud F300 measurements (Sect. 2.3). This result is presented in
Table 3 under the F300 heading “DOPC .” In the penultimate column of Table 3 we report
growth factors corresponding to the DOPC values presented for the PCASP and F300
and use these to calculate the GF biases shown in the final column. The biases we
report indicate that 0.04<(GFOPC −GF)/GF<0.38.
12391
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These errors will be different if light-absorbing materials contribute to the composition of the particles or if the finite time response of the F300 detection electronics is
accounted for. The former of these is discussed in the following paragraph, and the
latter is evaluated in Sect. 3.4.
Our model does not take into account the optical effect of the water-insoluble particle
core. Mie scattering theory calculations performed by Fenn and Oser (1965) demonstrate that if the refractive index of the core differs substantially from that of the shell
material, and if the volume fraction of the former is larger than several percent, then significant shifts can occur in the scattering phase function, particularly in the forward directions detected by the F300. Hence, if the insoluble portions of the sampled particles
are composed of light absorbing materials (e.g., hematite or light-absorbing carbonaceous materials) consideration of an additional bias is needed. We cannot rule out the
possibility that a significant amount of water-insoluble and light-absorbing material was
present in the studied particles, but this possibility is attenuated by carbon monoxide
measurements made on board the C-130 and by an analysis of airmass trajectories.
The carbon monoxide mixing ratios were consistent with those encountered in remote
marine areas (Ian Faloona, private communication, 2006) and the trajectories did not
reveal any evidence for North American pollution contaminating the boundary layer air
sampled by the C-130 (Petters, 2004). The trajectory analyses were extended to five
days and indicate that the sampled air originated over the north-central Pacific Ocean;
near 140◦ W and 48◦ N. From this origin the air tracks southwest toward the state of
Oregon, turning south 300 to 400 km west of the coastline, where it parallels the Oregon and California coastlines for 1700 km before arriving at the DYCOMS-II target area
◦
◦
(122 W and 31 N).
Although we made several assumptions in our error analysis, including the use of
a model to estimate the refractive index and reliance on our averaged GF measurements for characterizing the base case scenario, we feel that the error analysis sets
conservative limits on the accuracy of the GF values we report.
12392
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In this section we describe how the PCASP and F300 size spectra are combined to
derive a hygroscopic growth factor. Averaged spectral densities (Sect. 2.4) derived for
the two OPCs were compared over a restricted diameter range; this was selected by
identifying a section of the size spectrum with constant slope in a double-logarithmic
presentation of spectral density versus particle diameter. Channels lying within the
constant-slope sections are indicated by small blue and red rectangles in the left and
right panels of Fig. 2. These results are for an above-cloud and a below-cloud flight
segment from 10/07/2001 (RF01). PCASP and F300 channel-to-diameter assignments
used in Fig. 2, and for all other analyzed flight segments, are provided in Table 1.
The averaged PCASP spectral densities, restricted to the constant-slope section,
were fitted to a power function of the form


dN
= αP × D β ,
(4)
d log10 D P
where αP and β are fit parameters. For the F300 data a single parameter, αF , was
fitted with the “slope parameter” (β) prescribed by the PCASP fit


dN
(5)
= αF × D β .
d log10 D F
The hygroscopic growth factor was derived as
(1/β)

GF=(αF /αP )
20

.
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(6)

The segment averaged spectral densities and particle diameters were fitted to
Eqs. (4) and (5) using a procedure known as “curvefit” (IDL, RSI Incorporated). Sta2
tistical weights passed to the procedure were evaluated as 1/σi (Eq. 3). The derived
GF values correspond to a range of dry particle diameter extending from 0.4 to 0.8 µm
12393
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and from 0.3 to 0.6 µm in analyses of the above- and below-cloud flight segments,
respectively (Table 1). As we already discussed, these dry sizes are larger than that
monitored by conventional HTDMA.
Also in contrast to HTDMA, our approach cannot distinguish between an aerosol
that exhibits the same GF for all particles of a prescribed size versus the situation of
particles classifying (via HTDMA) in differing hygroscopic modes. These two scenarios
are termed internal and external aerosol mixing states, respectively. For particles with
a dry diameter 0.15 µm, observed in an unpolluted marine environment, two different
particle types are observed by HTDMA (Berg et al., 1998): 1) sulfate-dominant particles, having a growth factor of approximately 1.8 at RH=90%, and 2) seasalt-dominant
particles, having a growth factor of approximately 2.1 at RH=90%. When the horizontal wind speed exceeds 10 m/s the seasalt-dominant particle abundance can rival
the sulfate-dominant particles (Nilsson et al., 2001). Because of these differing hygroscopic behaviors we expect to see a splitting of the F300 size spectrum at diameters
slightly larger than the upper-limit size used in our analysis (0.84 µm, Table 1). Although
the 0.9 µm maximum seen in the right panel of Fig. 2, and in the other twenty-three
below-cloud F300 size spectra, may be indicative of the anticipated seasalt-dominant
particles this is contradicted by three observations: 1) The particles sized by the F300
at 0.9 µm could also be GF=1.4 particles originating from the local maximum in the
PCASP spectrum seen at 0.65 µm (Fig. 2, right panel). 2) The finite time response
of the F300 electronics combined with the presence of the coarse aerosol mode centered at ∼1.5 µm (wet diameter) leads to an enhancement of F300 spectral density at
∼0.9 µm. This prediction is based on the response matrix presented by Baumgardner
et al. (1992) which we discuss in more detail in Sect. 3.4. 3) The scattering intensity
versus particle diameter relationships for n=1.33 and n=1.59 cross at 0.95 µm where
the n=1.33 relationship is about twice as steep as the n=1.59 relationship (Table 1).
This crossing is also evident in Baumgardner et al. (1992). Our analysis of the effects
of the finite time response of the F300 and of the narrowing of the channels that occurs when applying the n=1.33 sizing to data collected using n=1.59 sizing (results not
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shown), lead us to conclude that the spectral density maximum at ∼0.9 µm may be artificial. A consequence is that we cannot attribute the 0.9 µm maximum to the presence
of seasalt-dominant particles. This conclusion applies to the twenty four below-cloud
F300 spectra – the seven above-cloud F300 spectra do not exhibit a pronounced local
maximum at ∼0.9 µm (Fig. 2, left panel).
3.2 Above-cloud GF measurements
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Values of GF for the seven above-cloud segments (one for each flight) are plotted in
the left panel of Fig. 3. The derived GFs are not expected to be substantially different
from unity and this is indeed the case with all plotting within ±17% of GF=1. Averaged
GF values are 1.06±0.09 (n=7).
In addition to deriving the GF for the seven above-cloud segments, the concentration of particles sizing within the constant-slope section was also evaluated. For each
of the above-cloud segments the size-integrated concentration, corresponding to the
channels footnoted with “a” in Table 1, was derived. The relative difference between
the PCASP and F300 size-integrated concentration was computed. The average relative concentration difference is −22±25% (n=7). Overall we conclude that segmentaveraged concentrations are in error by no more than 50%, which is larger than our
estimate of the relative bias associated with GF (Sect. 2.5). Smaller relative bias associated with the GF is a consequence of the fact that it is formulated as a ratio of
quantities derived from measurements acquired by the F300 and PCASP (Eq. 6).
Inconsistencies between the F300 and PCASP size spectra are evident at diameters
outside of the constant-slope section. For example, the two smallest diameter F300
channels (between 0.3 and 0.4 µm, n=1.59 sizing) have spectral densities four orders
of magnitude smaller than that reported by the PCASP. Such values, corresponding to
just a few transit events, are too small to plot in the left panel of Fig. 2. A likely reason for
this undercounting is that the “trigger threshold” was set too high, prohibiting efficient
particle counting in these channels (Droplet Measurement Technologies, 2000). At
diameters larger than 1 µm an additional discrepancy is seen in the comparison of
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the F300 and PCASP size spectra. For example, the spectral density mismatch seen
between 1 and 2 µm is a factor of 20 with the PCASP again larger than the F300. The
absence of overlapping Poisson error limits at these and larger diameters precludes
attributing this discrepancy to the relatively small number of particles sampled (i.e.,
to Poissonian sampling error). The spectral density mismatch is decreased by our
accounting of the finite time response of the F300 electronics (Sect. 3.4), but even
after applying that correction the PCASP and F300 spectral densities at D>1 µm can
differ by as much as a factor of five (results not shown). We do not have an explanation
for this disparity and it remains unclear which OPC is biased in this size range.
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3.3 Below-cloud GF measurements
Values of GF derived for the twenty four below-cloud segments are presented in the
right panel of Fig. 3. Also illustrated are model-predicted growth factors based on the
following assumptions: 1) the hygroscopic material is sodium sulfate, 2) εm =0.6, 0.8 or
3
1.0, and 3) the non-hygroscopic material density is 1200 kg/m . For two flights (RF02
and RF03), and for three of four measurements from RF08, the slope of the GF versus
RH relationship is consistent with model prediction. Results from RF04 and RF07
suggest a shallower slope. It is unclear if this behavior is imposed by the measurement
technique or if it reflects an actual property of the DYCOMS-II aerosol.
Also illustrated are HTDMA GF averages reported by Berg et al. (1998) for shipbased measurements made within an unpolluted marine airmass sampled south of
Tasmania during the first Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE-1). The ACE-1
data is for particles of dry diameter 0.15 µm and is shown for reported GF modes corresponding to sulfate-dominant and seasalt-dominant particles. For our measurements
corresponding to segment-averaged RHs between 87 and 93% – i.e. for a midpoint RH
of 90% – the averaged GF is 9% smaller than the ACE-1 GF value for sulfate-dominant
particles. This subset of our data set is presented in Table 4. In the next section we
demonstrate that part of the disparity between the ACE-I and DYCOMS-II data sets
can be attributed to the finite time response of the F300 electronics.
12396
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For an assumed particle size and refractive index, the peak scattered light intensity
detected by the F300 depends on the duration of the transit event and thus on the
airspeed of the C-130 (Baumgardner et al., 1992). Using measurements of the time
response of the F300 photodetector amplifiers, Baumgardner et al. (1992) derived relative light scattering intensities at a small (10 m/s) and large airspeed (200 m/s). By
repeating this calculation for all channels of the F300, a response matrix was developed and a correction method was proposed. The method compensates for how the
measured size spectrum is biased toward smaller particle size because of the finite
time response of the amplifiers. The effect of the correction is shown in Table 4 for
measurements made at RH between 87 and 93% (n=10); on average the relative GF
increase is 9%. Since this correction is for a 200 m/s airspeed, a factor of 1.8 larger
that of the C-130, it is expected to produce an upper-limit growth factor shift. From
this we conclude that the 9% discrepancy between the DYCOMS-II and ACE-I measurements of GF, both made at RH∼90% (Sect. 3.3), cannot be completely reconciled
by the airspeed-dependent undersizing that occurs in the F300; however, a F300 response matrix corresponding to 110 m/s is required to be certain about this. Not having
that matrix we predict that the correction will be substantially smaller than that derived
using the 200 m/s matrix.
4 Discussion
The GF values we report for the RH interval 87 to 93% range from 1.5 to 1.8 (Table 4,
fifth column). The right panel of Fig. 3 demonstrates that these growth factors are
smaller than measurements made in a marine southern hemisphere airmass thought
well-removed from the influence of continental aerosols (Berg et al., 1998). GF values from the comparison study (ACE-1) also demonstrate the aerosols sampled from
the atmosphere, dried, and mobility selected at 0.15 µm can exist as an external mix12397
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ture of sulfate-dominant and seasalt-dominant particles. The comparison GF values
are 1.8±0.1 and 2.1±0.1 for growth modes attributed to sulfate- and seasalt-dominant
particles, respectively (RH=90%). These results come from HTDMA measurements
conducted on board a ship.
Ship-based measurements conducted within the subtropical Atlantic (Swietlicki et
al., 2000) and Arctic (Zhou et al., 2001) ocean basins are broadly consistent with the
ACE-I averages discussed in the previous paragraph. These additional studies also
show that the seasalt- to sulfate-dominant particle ratio is less than 0.1 when sampling
at wind speeds less than 10 m/s. These ship-based data correspond to measurements
made at 10 m above sea level (a.s.l.). For our data set, restricted to data collected at
or above 95 m a.s.l., the segment-averaged wind speeds ranged between 5 and 12 m/s
and were usually 7 m/s. Since the DYCOMS-II wind speeds at 95 m a.s.l. were typically
smaller than 10 m/s we assert that the fraction of seasalt-dominant particles was less
than 0.1 for particles sizing between the dry diameters 0.3 and 0.6 µm.
Since seasalt-dominant particles are thought to have made only a small contribution
to the GF values we document, and because the air we sampled did not appear to
originate from North America (Sect. 2.5), we conclude that the most appropriate comparator for our result is the GF reported for sulfate-dominant particles during ACE-1.
Here we compare our result to ACE-1 and also consider upper and lower limit estimates
by evoking the GF bias discussed in Sect. 2.5. The comparison uses the average of ten
measurements, corresponding to RH between 87 and 93%, presented in the bottom
row of Table 4.
First,
we
consider
the
upper-limit
for
our
GF
measurements
(100×(GFOPC −GF)/GF=4%, Sect. 2.5). As is shown in the bottom row of Table 4 the averaged GFOPC is 1.64; 9% smaller than the ACE-1 result. Because the
+4% bias suggests that the derived GFOPC is larger than the actual GF we conclude
that the hygroscopic behavior during DYCOMS-II may have been 13% smaller than
that during ACE-I. In that case (i.e., GF=1.59), assuming the hygroscopic material is
3
sodium sulfate and the non-hygroscopic material density is 1200 kg/m , the hygro12398
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scopic mass fraction predicted by our model is εm =0.75. Further, since we do not have
a response matrix to account for the time response of the F300 when operated on the
C-130 at 110 m/s, and because we argue that the correction is substantially smaller
than 9% (Sect. 3.4), we do not see justification in diminishing the 13% difference
between ACE-I and DYCOMS-II to account for this compensating bias. As such, the
GF=1.59 appears to preclude the possibility that the 0.3 to 0.6 µm dry particles had
hygroscopicities equivalent to the ACE-1 seasalt-dominant particles (GF=2.1).
The possibility that the DYCOMS-II growth factors were substantially less than expected for seasalt-dominant particles is contradicted by the work of Feingold and
Morely (2003). Using lidar measurements of aerosol backscatter, PCASP measurements of aerosol size spectra, an assumed composition for the accumulation and
coarse mode particles (NaCl, εm =1) and Mie scattering theory these authors compared two independent assessments of normalized aerosol backscatter. They concluded that the two were in reasonable agreement. This inference was based on the
data from the flight segment used to construct the right panel of our Fig. 2. From
our measurements of GF=1.52 (RH=77%), and with the assumptions that the hygro3
scopic material is NaCl and the non-hygroscopic material density is 1200 kg/m , our
model predicts εm =0.55. We reconcile this disparate result by noting that Feingold and
Morely normalized their backscatter values to RH=85% which may have diminished
the sensitivity of their successful closure to εm . Complete resolution this issue will require examination of C-130 lidar data from other DYCOMS-II flights and comparison of
our technique to a method other than lidar.
Next, we consider a lower limit for the average GF we report in Table 4. In this
scenario (GF bias=38%, Sect. 2.5) the averaged GFOPC =1.64 (RH=89%) becomes
GFOPC =1.2 and our model predicts εm ∼0.3, assuming the hygroscopic material is
sodium sulfate and the non-hygroscopic material density is 1200 kg/m3 .
The hygroscopic behavior we report can be used to interpret aerosol size spectra
measurements as cloud condensation nuclei activation spectra. A disadvantage of this
approach is that GF is not sufficient for constraining both εm and the chemical identity
12399
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of the hygroscopic material. Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) and Rissler et al. (2006)
propose the use of a single parameter κ which encompasses both properties and
which can be derived from either GF or cloud condensation nuclei measurements. We
note that κ describes the relationship between RH and GF as well as the relationship between critical supersaturation and particle dry diameter. Figure 4 shows lines
of constant κ with our growth factor data. A value κ=0.44 is the average for the ten
data points satisfying condition 87%<RH<93% (filled circles). We note that this average is smaller than that of sodium sulfate (κ∼0.7) and inorganic compounds in general
(cf. Table 1 in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)). Also, for a mixed particle the κ can be
formulated as the volume-fraction-weighted sum of κ for the components. Undissolved
species are non-hygroscopic and for these κ=0. Two plausible internal mixing scenarios for κ=0.44 are 63% inorganic material (κ=0.7) with 37% insoluble material, or 48%
inorganic material (κ=0.7) with 52% moderately hygroscopic material (κ=0.2).
5 Summary

15

20

25

We have reported a technique that derives the aerosol hygroscopic growth factor from
data acquired by two concurrently operated airborne optical particle counters. The
advantages of our approach are that it is based on instruments that are common to
aerosol physics aircraft operated in North America and Europe and that it is now available for evaluation of the hygroscopic response of dry particles sizing between 0.3 and
0.6 µm. Results from the DYCOMS-II campaign suggest that a significant fraction of
the particulate mass, up to 70% depending on the degree of measurement bias, is
non-hygroscopic.
Although the hygroscopic mass fractions we derive are plausible for the DYCOMSII study region, for example Quinn et al. (2000) show that submicron residual mass
fractions (presumably non-hygroscopic or weakly hygroscopic material) range between
0.29 and 0.45 over the northeastern Pacific Ocean, we also report on measurement
error (bias) in our GF values. Bias results from our limited understanding of the extent
12400
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of particle drying that occurs prior to detection inside PCASP, from uncertainties stemming from the related problem of particle shape inside the PCASP, and from uncertain
particle refractive index during detection in both OPCs. The range of GF bias is +4 to
+38%, and is thus possibly a factor of ten larger than that for HTDMA (Swietlicki et al.,
2000). Bias associated with our technique could be minimized by measuring the relative humidity of aerosol entering the scattering volume of the PCASP, to see if this is
consistent with previous estimates and for validating the GF bias we report. The latter
depends on the PCASP relative humidity value we adopted from Strapp et al. (1992).
Examination of the undersizing which occurs at the airspeed of the C-130 and a comparison of the F300 response matrix of Baumgardner et al. (1992) to a response matrix
derived using laboratory test aerosol (Jonsson et al., 1995) could also lead to substantial refinement. Such efforts are needed to advance this new GF technique and should
help improve quantitative understanding of the hygroscopic behavior of particles with
dry diameter larger than 0.3 µm.
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Table 1. Channel-to-diameter assignments.
PCASP Above- and
c,d
Below-cloud

ACPD

F300 Above-cloudc,d

F300 Below-cloude

Channel

lower
µm

upper
µm

Channel

lower
µm

upper
µm

Channel

lower
µm

upper
µm

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15b
a,b
16
17a,b
18a
19a
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0.09
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.30
2.60

0.10
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.30
2.60
3.00

0
1
2a
3a
a
4
5a
6a
7a
a
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.70
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
17.00

0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.70
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
17.00
20.00

0
1
2
3
b
4
5b
6b
7b
8
9
10
11
12
13 to 15
16
17 to 20
21 to 22
23 to 24
25
26
27
28 to 29

0.38
0.43
0.48
0.52
0.57
0.61
0.65
0.70
0.84
0.89
0.93
0.96
1.05
1.12
2.63
2.73
4.94
7.08
10.04
11.07
11.35
13.57

0.43
0.48
0.52
0.57
0.61
0.65
0.70
0.84
0.89
0.93
0.96
1.05
1.12
2.63
2.73
4.94
7.08
10.04
11.07
11.35
13.57
21.41
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Table 1. Continued.
a

Channels used for analyzing above-cloud PCASP and F300 data.

b

Channels used for analyzing below-cloud PCASP and F300 data.

Title Page

c

The PCASP and F300 particle count rate measurements were extracted from the two-dimensional NetCDF arrays AS200 RPO and AS300 RPC,
respectively. The array length is equal to the number of seconds in the flight and the array width is 31. The first-width elements contain channelsegregated particle count rate equal to zero, for all times. This data was discarded and it not included in the channel numbering shown here.
d

Sizing corresponding to n=1.59 (Baumgardner et al., 1992).

e

F300 sizing corresponding to pure water (n=1.33, Baumgardner et al., 1992).
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Table 2. Model calculation of particle size and its response to a step change in RH.

J. R. Snider and
M. D. Petters

Initial particle
RH,
a
%

96

Starting equilibrium
wet diameter,
µmb

0.84

Marine aerosol
hygroscopic growth

Mass fraction
Na2 SO4 in dry
particle

0.80

Nonhygroscopic
material
density,
3
kg/m

Sphere equivalent
diameter of dry
particle,
µm

H2 O vapor
accommodation
coefficient

1200

0.387

0.003

Refractive index
of solution at
RH=96%
Title Page

1.36
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Partially dried particle
Wet diameter
after 0.2 s at RH=40%,
µmc

Metastable
diameter at
RH=40%,
µmc

Weight percent H2 O
in metastable solution
at RH=40%c

Refractive index
of metastable
solution at RH=40%c

0.48

0.48

36.

1.41

a

Largest segment-averaged ambient RH in this study (right panel of Fig. 2).
Maximum wet diameter considered in this study (Table 1).
Prediction of the Snider et al. (2003) model. The particle consists of a water-insoluble core surrounded by a H2 O/Na2 SO4 solution. Temperature=283.15 K
and pressure=900 hPa. Water activity corresponding to Na2 SO4 weight percents larger than 40% are based on extrapolation of the 0 to 40% Na2 SO4 weight
percent parameterization of Tang and Munkelwitz (1994).
b
c
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Table 3. Growth factor bias due to sizing bias in the OPCs.
PCASP

ACPD

F300

7, 12381–12415, 2007

Assumption made
about particle
detected by PCASP

Ddry ,
nm

D40 ,
nm

DOPC ,
nm

Dwet ,
nm

DOPC ,
nm

GFOPC (GFOPC -GF)/GF

Spherical
Na2 SO4
εm =0.8, ρinsoluble =1200 kg/m3
Wet, RH=40%

450

558a

420b

738

770d

1.83

0.12

Spherical
Na2 SO4
εm =1.0
Wet, RH=40%

450

603

452

b

738

770

d

1.70

0.04

J. R. Snider and
M. D. Petters

Spherical
Na2 SO4
εm =1.0
Dry

450

NA

e

338

b

738

770

d

2.27

0.38

Title Page

a
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Figures

Ddry and Dwet are assumed sphere equivalent diameters related by GF=Dwet /Ddry where GF and RH are taken as the average values in Table 4 (GF=1.64,
RH=89%); Ddry =450 nm; Dwet =738 nm; D40 is the sphere equivalent diameter at RH=40% predicted by the Snider et al. (2003) model; DOPC is the optical
diameter detected by either the PCASP or F300; refractive indexes used for the F300 DOPC calculation are n=1.38 (sodium sulfate solution at RH=89%) and
n=1.33 (pure water).

J

I

a

J
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Close

Cubical
NaCl
εm =1.0
Dry

450

e

NA

c

414

738

d

770

1.86

0.13

Sphere equivalent diameters at RH=40% predicted by the Snider et al. (2003) model initialized with the Tang and Munkelwitz (1994) water activity parameterization. Water activity corresponding to Na2 SO4 weight percents larger than 40% are based on extrapolation of the 0 to 40% Na2 SO4 weight percent
parameterization of Tang and Munkelwitz (1994).
b
Derived by multiplying an optical-to-physical diameter ratio (0.75) times the values shown in the PCASP column labeled “D40 ”. The multiplier is based on
measured sizes for dioctyl sebacate particles (n=1.45) performed by Stolzenburg et al. (1998) (their Fig. 4).
c
Based on measurements performed by Liu et al. (1992) who challenged a PCASP with 0.28 µm cubical NaCl particles (their Fig. 6).
d
This calculation assumes Rayleigh scattering theory is applicable and is derived as




DOPC =Dwet × 



n2 −1
1
n2 +2
1

!2 1/6
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n2 +2
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where n1 is the index of refraction of the solution at RH=89% predicted by the Snider et al. (2003) model (n1 =1.38) and n2 is the index of pure water (n2 =1.33).
NA = not applicable

e
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Table 4. GF and εm values near RH=90% (87<RH<93) evaluated without, and with, the response matrix correction of the F300 size spectrum.
Flight

Time Interval,
UTC

GFo

a

RH,
%

GF
without

εm
without

b

GF
with

εm
with

RF01
RF01
RF02
RF02
RF03
RF04
RF07
RF08
RF08
RF08

09:28-09:58
10:00-10:30
10:00-10:30
10:33-11:03
09:30-10:00
09:48-10:28
13:06-13:36
23:25-23:55
23:57-00:27
01:39-02:09

1.84
1.85
1.81
1.80
1.88
1.78
1.78
1.85
2.12
1.84

90
89
88
88
90
87
87
89
93
89

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.6
1.8
1.6

0.75
0.75
0.84
0.82
0.86
0.87
0.73
0.81
0.75
0.78

1.8
1.8
1.9
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.8

0.96
0.96
1.04
1.04
1.08
1.02
0.92
0.96
0.86
0.95

89

1.64

0.80

1.83

0.98

Averages

b

a

GFo is a reference growth factor evaluated from RH using the model of Snider et al. (2003) assuming the hygroscopic material is sodium sulfate, εm =1 and
283.15 K.
!
!−1
b

Hygroscopic mass fraction evaluated as εm =

3
GFo −1.
GF3 −1

−1

×

ρi n
ρs

+1

where GF is the measured growth factor, ρi n is the density of the non-
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Fig. 1. Particle count rate distributions for the above-cloud segment on 10/07/2001 (RF01,
11:44 to 12:15 UTC). Particles classified between 0.4 and 0.8 µm diameter were used to conFig.PCASP
1 – Particle
count
ratedistributions,
distributions for
the above-cloud
segment
10/07/2001
struct the empirically-based
and
F300
shown
in red and
blue, on
respectively.
The segment-averaged PCASP count rate, two values of the F300 sample area and the Pois(RF01, 11:44
to were
12:15 UTC).
Particles classified
between 0.4
and 0.8inµm
diameter
son distribution formula (Young,
1962)
used formulate
the distributions
shown
black
and
gray.

were used to construct the empirically-based PCASP and F300 distributions, shown in
red and blue, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Averaged size spectra reported by the F300 and PCASP on 10/07/2001 (RF01). Left
Fig. 2 - Averaged size spectra reported by the F300 and PCASP on 10/07/2001 (RF01).
plot is for the above-cloud flight segment (11:44 to 12:15 UTC), the right plot is for one of four
RF01 below-cloud
(13:00 toflight
13:30
UTC).
andtheF300
channels
falling in the
Left segments
plot is for the above-cloud
segment
(11:44PCASP
to 12:15 UTC),
right plot
is for
constant-slope sections are indicated by red (PCASP) and blue (F300) rectangles. Fits of
one of four RF01 below-cloud segments (13:00 to 13:30 UTC). PCASP and F300
these data are shown as dashed red and blue lines. The Poisson error limits (Eq. 3) extend
falling in thespectral
constant-slope
sections are indicated by red (PCASP) and blue
above and belowchannels
the averaged
densities.
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Fig. 3. Hygroscopic growth factor (GF) versus ambient RH for above-cloud (left plot) and belowcloud (right plot)
segments. The GF and segment-averaged RH are indicated by a filled circle;
Fig. 3 – Hygroscopic growth factor ( GF ) versus ambient RH for above-cloud (left plot)
horizontal lines extend from the averaged RH minus one standard deviation to the averaged
and below-cloud
(right plot)
segments.
The GF and
segment-averaged
RH are indicated
RH plus one standard
deviation.
The
right panel
shows
model predicted
GF curves for three
hygroscopic mass fractions, a solute (sodium sulfate) and a non-hygroscopic material density
by a filled circle; horizontal lines extend from the averaged RH minus one standard
(1200 kg/m3 ). The metastable branch of the growth curves is shown below the deliquescence
the averaged RH
plusMunkelwitz,
one standard deviation.
right panel
shows model
RH of sodium deviation
sulfate to(84%(Tang
and
1994)).TheAlso
presented
(open circle and
square) are HTDMA GF averages for sulfate- and seasalt-dominant particles observed in an
predicted GF curves for three hygroscopic mass fractions, a solute (sodium sulfate) and
unpolluted ACE-1 airmass (Berg et al., 1998).
a non-hygroscopic material density (1200 kg/m3). The metastable branch of the growth
curves is shown below the deliquescence RH of sodium sulfate (84% (Tang and
Munkelwitz, 1994)). Also presented (open circle and square) are HTDMA GF averages
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Fig. 4. Hygroscopic growth factor (GF) versus segment-averaged ambient RH for below-cloud
GF ) versus
ambient
4 - values
Hygroscopic
growth factor
segments. The ten points withFig.
RH
between
87% (and
93% segment-averaged
are indicated by
filledRHcircles; for these the average value κ=0.44 is derived (Eq. (6) in Petters and Kreidenweis (2007)
for below-cloud segments. The ten points with RH values between 87% and 93% are
assuming Dd =450 nm) and
the corresponding GF versus RH relationship is plotted. The other
measurements are shown
with
GF
versus
RH relationships
are also
for
indicated open
by filledcircles.
circles; for
these
the average
value κ = 0.44 is derived
(Eq.plotted
6 in Petters
NaCl (κ=1.2), Na2 SO4 (κ=0.7) and for a moderately hygroscopic material (κ=0.2) (Petters and
Kreidenweis, 2007).
and Kreidenweis (2007) assuming D d =450 nm) and the corresponding GF versus RH
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RH relationships are also plotted for NaCl (κ = 1.2), Na2SO4 (κ =0.7) and for a
moderately hygroscopic material (κ =0.2) (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007).
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